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A~tract - -An extension of Overhauser's parabolic blending interpolation is given by introducing 
a tension-like behaviour to the interpolation curves. This is achieved by pulling Overhauser's 
parabolas towards the chords between the data points by means of straightness factors, and 
establishing at the same time the smoothness of the interpolation curves at those data points by 
means of appropriate weight functions. 
In many application areas----e.g, computer graphics, CAD and CAM--smooth interpolation 
is most desirable. By smooth interpolation we mean interpolation curves with continuous 
first derivatives in the interpolation interval. 
A classic approach to smooth interpolation is via cubic (and higher-order) splines [I, 2]. 
In this method all data points have to be known in advance to be able to calculate the 
spline coefficients. Also the conditions at the interval ends (in particular the values of the 
first and second derivatives, respectively) significantly influence the overall interpolation 
behaviour and need special attention. 
An alternative approach is the method of parabolic blending introduced by Overhauser 
[3]. Since we propose in this paper an extension of that method, we begin with a short 
summary of Overhauser's derivation: for more details see Ref. [4]. 
The essential idea is seen by considering four data points given by their position vectors 
P~, P2, P3, P4. Passing parabolas through P,, P2, P3 and P2, P3, P4, respectively, and 
blending those two parabolas between the two interior points results in a smooth curve 
in that middle region (Fig. 1). 
The first parabola is given in the local rectangular ur-coordinate system by 
u = P ( r )  = ~r (d -  r) ,  (1) 
where d is the chord length P, P3 and r is measured along that chord length. Using the fact 
that P,. is a parabola point, ~ can be determined from 
a = l/[dx(1 - x)] (2) 
where xd  is the abscissa value of P,.. 
The second parabola is given by a similar formula in the local vs-coordinate system: 
v = Q(s )  = Bs(e - s ) .  (3) 
The linear blending curve itself is defined as 
C( t ) = [1 - (t / to)]P(r) + [ t / to]Q(s ), (4) 
with 0 ~< t ~< to, t o being the distance between P2 and P3 and t measured along P2P 3. For 
P( r )  in the xy-coordinate system (world coordinate system) one easily obtains by vector 
addition the expression 
P( r )  = Pt + (r /d)(P3 - P I )  + :tr(d - r)[(P 2 - Pt ) - x (P3 - Pi )]. (5) 
To evaluate P( r )  in equation (5) for a given t, the dependence of r on t is needed which 
can be obtained from Fig. 1 as 
r = xd  + t cos (0) (6) 
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COS (O) = (P3 --  P2)(P3 - Pt )/(to d) .  (7) 
With similar relationships for the second parabola Q(s)  interpolation points for given 
t-values can be easily calculated from equation (4). At the first and last interpolation 
segments imple parabolas through the first and last three data points, respectively are 
used. 
Although interpolation by parabolic blending or sptines is usually quite satisfactory, 
there are cases where one would like more freedom in choosing the interpolation curve. 
In particular one might like to straighten it out to some degree by "pulling at its 
ends"--which can also be termed as adding tension to the curve. Such extensions--albeit 
not really based on this mechanical model--have been considered in the past for spline 
interpolation [5-7], leading to rather involved algorithms. We now describe a simple 
economic algorithm for adding tension to parabolic blending interpolation. 
Pulling at the interpolation curve ends will ultimately replace the original interpolation 
curve by a chain of straight-line segments upported by the given data points. Between 
this limiting case and the original parabolic blending curve intermediate curves character- 
ized by a "straightness factor fs" can be constructed. To be valid smooth interpolation 
curves they also have to fulfill the boundary condition of having continuous first 
derivatives at the data points, which will be achieved by appropriate weighing functions 
wr. Such an interpolation will be called a modified parabolic blending interpolation 
(mpb-interpolation). 
To be specific let us consider the interpolation segment between P2 and P3 in Fig. 1 again. 
To begin with we want to straighten out the first parabola between P: and P3, i.e. make 
it approach the straight line L~(r) between Pz and P3. Lp(r) in the xy-coordinate system 
is given by 
Lp(r) = Pa + (r /d)(P3 - P l )  + (d - r)[(P~ - P i )  - x(P3 - Pt )I/[d(1 - x)]. (8) 
From P( r )  and Lp(r) we can now define a "straightened parabola" Ps(r) by 
Ps(r) = Lp(r) - [Lp(r) - P(r)](l - f , ) ,  0 ~<fs ~< 1. (9) 
For the limiting values of the straightness factor f,, namely f, = 0 andf~ = 1, the parabola 
P( r )  and the straight line Lp(r), respectively, are obtained. 
We now subject he second parabola Q (s) to a similar procedure. With the same straight 
line PzP3 now being given by 
Lq(r) = P2 + (s /e) (P4 - P2) + s[(P3 - P2) - x ' (P ,  - P2) ] / (x 'e) ,  (10) 
we calculate the straightened version of parabola Q(s)  from 
as(s) = Lq(s) - [Lq(s) - Q(s)](1 - f s ) ,  0 ~<fs ~< 1. (I 1) 
The straightened parabolas Ps(r) and Qs(s) can then be linearly blended according to 
equation (4). 
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In Fig. 2 ordinary parabolic blending interpolation is compared with an fs = 0.5 
straightened version for a 4-data-point case.t Evidently jumps in the first derivative appear 
at the inner data points. A possible way to avoid these jumps is to merge the straightened 
parabolas into the parabolic blending parabolas when approaching the data points: 
lim Ps(r) = P(r) (12) 
r~d.p. 
and 
lim Qs(s) = Q(s), (13) 
s--d.p. 
where d.p. stands for data point. This can be achieved by introducing in equations (9) and 
(1 I) a special weight function wr which has to go to zero when approaching a data point. 
In this way the modified parabolas 
Pmod(r) = Zp(r) - [Lp(r) - P(r)] [1 -f~. wr(r)] (14) 
and 
Qmod(S) = Lq(s) - [Lq(s) - Q(s)] [1 -f~- Wr(S)] (15) 
are obtained. 
A simple choice for wr--exemplified for the r-dependency--is 
wr(r) = [APLp(r)]/(APLp.m~), (16) 
where the abbreviation APLp(r) = P(r) - Lp(r) is used. APLp . . . .  the maximum value of 
APLp(r) in the interpolation segment considered, is easily sorted out from the APLp(r) 
table calculated for the consecutive interpolation arguments r; in the case of a few 
interpolation points APLp.=,x was easily determined analytically by first finding the 
corresponding r-value, rm~,, which was then used in APLp(r)--a matter of simple 
formulae. 
Again Pmod(r) and Qmod(s) may be blended according to equation (4). 
An example for this interpolation scheme is shown in Fig. 3, where for the datapoints 
of Fig. 2 ordinary parabolic blending is now compared with anfs = 0.5 modified parabolic 
blending interpolation. 
tEquations (11) and (9) have been used in the first and last segments, respectively. 
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Representing the r.h.s, in equation (16) by z, 
z = (APLp( r ) / (APLp  .. . .  ), (17) 
we have just used the simple weight function w r = z. 
Still more variation in the interpolation curve shape can be achieved by replacing this 
simple z-dependency by some function of z, e.g. by a power of z, w-" with z < 0 or by a 
rational function of z. The resulting interpolation curves are thenl in addition to the 
straightness factor f~--characterized by the parameter(s) of the weight function. In the 
following examples the rational weight function 
Wr(Z ) -- 4z/(1 + 3z) (18) 
has been used. 
An example of a modified parabola interpolation with the low straightness factorf~ = 0.3 
and Wr according to equation (18) is given in Fig. 4 again for the same data points as 
in Fig. 3. Here, as in Figs 5 and 6, the modified parabolas are compared with the ordinary 
parabolic blending curves ( - -  ---). 
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Figure 5 shows the same example, but now with the high "tension parameter"fs = 0.8. 
As a final example, Fig. 6 gives an f~ = 0.5 modified parabola interpolation, again for 
four data points (convex case). 
Although the parameter values of the modified parabolic blending curves in Figs 4-6 
represent useful parameter combinations [f~-value; coefficients of the rational function 
equation (18)], other parameter combinations to suit the user's special interpolation 
requirements may of course be used; but care should be taken not to combine too high 
anf~-value with a given weight function wr as this may lead to wiggles in the interpolation 
curve. For example, as can be seen from Fig. 5, the fs-value of 0.8 used is quite an 
appropriate choice, whereas an f~-value of 0.9 already leads to slight wiggles in the 
interpolation curve. To cope with this phenomenon--apart from the evident interactive 
visual inspection possibility--we have built in to our program a control option by means 
of which the interpolation process can be continuously monitored and an alarm triggered 
on the appearance of wiggles. 
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Three concluding remarks are appropriate here: 
(i) Straightness factors f~ and weight functions w r may vary locally from segment o 
segment, allowing additional flexibility in designing interpolation curves. 
(ii) Although the examples above are concerned with plane curves only, the method 
described is equally valid for adding tension to three-dimensional parabolic blending 
curves. 
(iii) The parabolic blending method has also been used to describe surfaces in space [8]. 
Again the modified parabolic blending method of this paper can be used to straighten 
out such surfaces. 
The above algorithm was coded in FORTRAN77 for a HP 9000/500 minicomputer 
running under the HP-UX operating system--but,  in fact, requires much less computing 
power. 
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